ABSTRACT Android-based Internet-of-Things devices with excellent compatibility and openness are constantly emerging. A typical example is Android Things that Google supports. Compatibility based on the same platform can provide more convenient personalization services centering on mobile devices, while this uniformity-based computing environment can expose many security vulnerabilities. For example, new mobile malware running on Android can instantly transition to all connected devices. In particular, the Android platform has a structural weakness that makes it easy to repackage applications. This can lead to malicious behavior. To protect mobile apps that are vulnerable to malicious activity, various code obfuscation techniques are applied to key logic. The most effective one of this kind involves safely concealing application programming interfaces (API). It is very important to ensure that obfuscation is applied to the appropriate API with an adequate degree of resistance to reverse engineering. Because there is no objective evaluation method, it depends on the developer judgment. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a scheme that can quantitatively evaluate the level of hiding of APIs, which represent the function of the Android application based on machine learning theory. To perform the quantitative evaluation, the API information is obtained by static analysis of a DEX file, and the API-called code executed in Dalvik in the Android platform is dynamically extracted. Moreover, the sensitive APIs are classified using the extracted API and Naive Bayes classification. The proposed scheme yields a high score according to the level of hiding of the classified API. We tested the proposed scheme on representative applications of the Google Play Store. We believe it can be used as a model for obfuscation assessment schemes, because it can evaluate the level of obfuscation in general without relying on specific obfuscation tools.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet-of-Things (IoT) era in which everything is connected to the Internet is coming. According to Gartner [1] , by 2020, 28 billion devices will be connected. Let us take a look at the computing environment of most IoT devices that will be introduced in this super-connected society. Today, desktops or mobile devices dominate most markets with certain processors (ie, Intel, ARM). It is true that Windows, Linux, and Android dominate most of the operating systems running on these hardware. Basically, IoT devices are embedded devices. In order to provide users with convenient services, it is necessary to link them with smart phones that contain a lot of personal information. From this point of view, Android-based IoT devices with excellent compatibility and openness are constantly emerging. A typical example is Android Things [2] supported by Google.
This uniformity-focused computing environment, on the other hand, can expose many vulnerabilities from a security perspective. For example, new mobile malware running on Android can instantly transition to all connected devices. In addition, from the viewpoint of the reverse engineering analyst, if the uniformization of the OS is accelerated, the attacker can understand all the connected devices easily by understanding the kernel structure and the system call and the execution file format. What is the power of Android in this situation? The Android mobile operating system has the largest worldwide share of the smart device platform market. In terms of application deployment, Apple's iOS has a closed policy involving the use of the official store, whereas Google's Android has an open policy that allows for thirdparty stores, and permits the installation of applications via Android application package(APK) files. The platform has a similar open-source policy. Such an open architecture renders the platform structurally vulnerable and allows malicious behavior in devices using the Android platform because it is easy to repackage applications. For example, a malicious agent decompiles a application consisting of bytecodes into smali codes and analyzes the functional part of the application. Following this, malicious code, such as leaked personal information or manipulated financial information, is inserted, and repackaging is carried out to distribute the malicious code to the user of the mobile platform. It has been reported that users' personal assets might hence be compromised, and financial application tampering [3] , login credential tampering [4] , messenger application tampering [5] , and malicious behavior scenarios through cloud devices [6] become possible.
The Android platform controls access to such system resources as contacts, e-mail, personal user information, GPS, and network through a permission-based security mechanism. Permissions are granted to the application with the user's consent when installing the application. However, most users are unaware of the implications of Android permissions and the effects of these permissions on the device. Moreover, they tend to have little interest in how permissions are accessed and used, which suggests that the Android permission system does not adequately protect users from malicious applications. Therefore, risk assessment schemes that can adequately recognize the risk posed by an application to the user are being researched. Application risk assessment is a scheme that can assess the risk of an application using various metadata. The main goal of this assessment is to systematically assess the risk posed by the vast amount of applications deployed in the market. Known risk assessment schemes can provide meaningful information to some users, mainly based on permission [7] , description [8] , user reviews [9] , or static analyses of the application [10] . However, these evaluation techniques are disadvantageous in that they are disabled by static analysis prevention techniques, such as an attacker's unnecessary permission request, a developer's careless description creation, repetitive and malicious user review manipulation, and code packing.
Code obfuscation techniques are applied to key logic and APIs to protect mobile apps vulnerable to these risks. The semantics of obfuscation mean to reduce readability to prevent reverse engineering analysis of the source code, but a more effective way to prevent malicious attacks is to conceal the APIs used for key function calls. From this point of view, while current obfuscation schemes elevate some islets of static analysis, such as changing layout of the source code, changing control flow, and modifying data, they are easily exposed to reverse engineering analysis due to a lack of API concealment. Therefore, a quantitative evaluation scheme is needed to ensure that obfuscation is applied to an appropriate API with an adequate degree of resistance to reverse engineering.
In light of the above, in this paper, we propose a scheme that can quantitatively evaluate the level of concealment of APIs, which represent the function of Android applications, based on machine learning theory. To perform the quantitative evaluation, API information is acquired by static analysis of a DEX file, and APIs called in the code executed in Dalvik are dynamically extracted. Sensitive APIs are classified by applying the extracted API and Naive Bayes. The proposed scheme yields a high score according to the level of concealment of the classified API. Min-Max normalization is also used to ensure that the value generated by the formula has a value that is intuitive between 0 and 1. The proposed scheme provides quantitative values according to the level of obfuscation applied to the given API and the level of its resistance to reverse engineering from the viewpoint of information hiding. The proposed scheme is also designed to be independent of specific obfuscation techniques.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with code extraction and explains how Dalvik bytecodes are accessed and executed. We also describe Naive Bayes, which is applied to sensitive API classification and API protection from the point of view of obfuscation. Section 3 describes the quantitative obfuscation evaluation scheme proposed in this paper. In Section 4, we apply the proposed scheme to practical applications to test it, and offer our conclusions in Section 5.
II. BACKGROUND A. EXECUTION OF DALVIK BYTECODE
An APK file is composed of a compressed file, and contains resource and code information need to execute the application. A file with actual code is a DEX file stored in the APK file with the extension .dex, and contains class and method information. The DEX file structure consists of a header, string_ids, type_ids, proto_ids, field_ids, method_ids, class_def, data, and link_data fields. Of the fields, data are stored in the data field, and offset information stored in each field is used to calculate the location of the data.
To access the bytecode used by the application, class_ def field is used as shown in Fig. 1 . Class_def_item exists in the class_def field in the DEX file structure and contains information about classes. The class_data_off field in class_def_item points to the location of class_data_item. Class_data_item contains field and method information. The method field is used to find the method information inside. The method field is composed of encoded_method. It locates code_item using the code_off field inside encoded_method. Code_item is stores the instruction information of the method, and the insns field has an array of bytecodes. Using the information in the field, it is possible to extract the API called in the DEX file structure in a static way.
When executing the application, the Android platform loads the DEX file into memory as well as the necessary permission information and resources for execution. At this point, the interpreter in the Dalvik virtual machine interprets the bytecode in the DEX file and executes the instruction. The Dalvik virtual machine loads the DEX file described above and accesses the instruction to execute it. Fig. 2 shows the process of interpreting and executing bytecodes on the Dalvik virtual machine.
A detailed description of each process is as follows: 1) Read the instruction at the address pointed to by the given PC. The instruction stored at the address pointed to by the PC was 70 20.
2) The 70 of 70 20 is the opcode. An opcode table is used to determine the instruction of the opcode. In the figure above, the instruction (PC → 6E 10) 6) Repeat Steps 1 through 5.
B. NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFICATION
Naive Bayes classification is a machine learning algorithm and a supervised learning method. It uses the Naive Bayes theorem and determines classification based on the probability of the object. Nave Bayes is calculated using conditional probability as shown in Equation (1) .
In Equation (1), x n represents the characteristic (dependent variable) of the objects to be classified, and is divided into n characteristics, and C represents the class to be classified. Naive Bayes classification uses maximum likelihood estimation, which uses the class with maximum likelihood as the result. Likelihood is here P (x | c) in the above formula, and is calculated as the product of conditional probabilities when each characteristic belongs to a specific class.
Naive Bayes classification is commonly used to categorize word-based documents, such as spam. The amount of training data required to estimate input values is at least highly accurate, and can be suitably considered in an environment where the feature space dynamically changes [11] , [12] . The training data of the sensitive API classification scheme used in this paper is composed of words and the feature space changes dynamically. Therefore, applying Naive Bayes to sensitive API classification can help us infer accurate and appropriate results for the training data.
C. EXECUTION OF BYTECODE
Previous studies have shown that after decompiling an Android application, such malicious behavior as certain features and inserted malicious code for repackaging can be identified. To perform such a functional analysis, it is necessary to analyze the method that the application is calling. From a functional point of view, the application consists of a method created by the user and an API provided by the Android platform. User-defined methods and APIs determine the functionality and characteristics of the application, where the functionality of the application is crucial according to the kind of method used and combination called. The actual part of the function is the API, and a user-created method also calls the API and executes the function. Even when malicious actors attempt malicious behavior through reverse engineering, they need to analyze methods they have created to identify the functional parts of these applications and, ultimately, the APIs used. In order for a malicious agent to be immune to reverse engineering, it is necessary to protect the above-mentioned API calls, and various obfuscation techniques have been applied for protection [13] , [14] . Such obfuscation techniques as renaming, control flow obfuscation, and string encryption do not have sufficient reverse engineering resistance in terms of functional protection following application. Each obfuscation technique is analyzed from a reverse engineering point of view, as shown in Fig. 3 .
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In the case of renaming, user-created methods can be obfuscated, but the obfuscation technique cannot be applied to API calls. As shown in Fig. 3 , the original method name of the user method cannot be found, such as a (), abc (), bbb (), and ccc (), whereas naming cannot be applied to methods, such as getLine1Number (), sendTextMessage (), and getDeviceID ().
In the case of string encryption, it can encrypt the string using complex encryption logic, which is sufficiently resistant to reverse engineering when viewed statically. It also hides strings used in parameters or application layouts. However, even if encryption is applied, the encrypted string must be restored to the original string through the decryption routine. Therefore, if the decryption logic is found and the return value tracked by searching the return part, it is not a very difficult part. String encryption can be applied to the string input as an API parameter, but reverse engineering is possible if the return value is tracked by excluding the string decryption routine and other encrypted strings, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Control flow obfuscation contains unnecessary logic, but it can be difficult to analyze its execution flow from a static point of view. Once again, this can be easily accomplished without knowing the actual execution logic and excluding unnecessary logic. In the figure, after performing unnecessary logic through control flow obfuscation, functionCall1() and functionCall2 () are called. If only functionCall1 () and functionCall2 () parts remain following the removal of the unnecessary logic, there is no difficulty in terms of reverse engineering.
Obfuscation schemes such as renaming, control flow obfuscation, and string encryption exhibit some degree of reverse engineering resistance from a static point of view but do not interfere with functional analysis. The schemes described above have recently been used, such schemes as API hiding, class encryption, packing [15] , [16] , and DEX file separation have been used [17] . These have a greater degree of reverse engineering resistance than the conventional method because the analyst must dynamically analyze extract instructions or use techniques such as a memory dump. Such techniques as API hiding, class encryption, and packing can conceal the functional parts or characteristics of the application by hiding the API call and functions written by the user. If the analyzer does not have sufficient knowledge of the obfuscation scheme, the analysis needed for reverse engineering takes a long time. However, such schemes also do not provide sufficient resistance to reverse-engineering analysis of applications unless applied at appropriate locations.
III. PROPOSED OBFUSCATION EVALUATION SCHEME
As mentioned earlier, to protect the functionality of applications, obfuscation techniques with adequate resistance to reverse engineering should be applied for appropriate coverage. The goal of the proposed scheme is to evaluate whether APIs can be adequately protected, and provide a quantitative measure of whether obfuscation is applied at the appropriate locations. An evaluation score is generated according to the degree of functional concealment of the API call, and is designed to be monotonic with higher scores as resistance to reverse engineering increases. To design the scheme, static code extraction, dynamic code extraction, and sensitive API classification are required. The following explains each in detail.
A. STATIC CODE EXTRACTION
Static code extraction is used to extract an API call instruction from an application file. The extraction process parses the DEX file that stores the code of the application. It generates a data structure and only the framework API calls of codes in the data structure through the framework of API classification.
The structure of the module and the flow of static code extraction are shown in Fig. 4 . The APK Pre-processor consists of a Package Extractor and a DEX Parser. The Package Extractor receives an application file to be extracted. Following input, it extracts the DEX file, which stores code in the structure of the application. The DEX parser parses the DEX file. A parsed DEX file consists of a tree, which further consists of package, class, and method information. The Data Structure Generator generates a data structure by parsing the tree generated from the APK Pre-processor. The data structure is in the form of a list, and consists of information that can indicate the characteristics of the API, such as package information, class information, method information, parameters, and return values of the extracted API. The Framework API Classifier determines whether the input API is a framework API based on the Framework API DB that stores information concerning the framework API. The Data Manager handles framework API data and the classifier matches API information retrieved from the database manager and the desired API information. The Code Printer is responsible for generating code classified by the Framework API Classifier.
B. DYNAMIC CODE EXTRACTION
This procedure extracts the API call instruction of the application being executed. When the application to be extracted is loaded on the platform, the extraction option is set. When the method is executed, only the API is extracted through framework API classification. The output API list is generated as a log file and used for analysis.
The module structure and flow of the dynamic code extractor are shown in Fig. 5 . The DEX File Loader loads the resources required to run the application. The Extraction Trigger consists of a Package Checker and an Extraction Controller. The Package Checker determines whether the application is a target application for analysis. If it is, the Extraction Controller sets analysis points and options. The Interpreter consists of a Bytecode Parser and an Executer. The former reads and parses the bytecode of the DEX loaded through the DEX File Loader, where the parsed bytecode is executed by the Executer. The Instruction Extractor consists of the Bytecode Extractor and a Log Generator. For an application to be analyzed, the former extracts the bytecodes that are executed by the application. The Log Generator extracts bytecode in the form of a log containing thread number, PC, frame number, and instruction information. The Framework API Classifier classifies only the Framework API of the methods called in dynamic code extraction. It consists of a Classifier and a Data Manager. The classifier queries the framework API using the Data Manager and outputs the command called in the Dynamic Code Extractor based on the retrieved data in the case of framework API. For the purpose of objective data extraction, API is extracted by executing XML based function in dynamic code extraction.
C. SENSITIVE API CLASSIFICATION
The sensitive API classification scheme determines whether an API is sensitive. In this scheme, package name, class name, API name, and API description information are used, and the Naive Bayes classification method is applied by taking these data as parameters.
Examples of such classification techniques are given below. In the example, the class of the getLine1Number API [18] , which obtains its own telephone number, is determined through the sensitive API classification scheme. The information of getLine1Number API is shown in Table 1 . As seen in Table 1 , getLine1Number contains package name, class name, API name, and API description. VOLUME 5, 2017 Nave Bayes classification can be applied by using this information as characteristic information. Pre-processing is required before applying the classification. In the case of data composed of a plurality of words, such as an API name, getLine1Number, it is divided into words. In this case, getLine1Number can be divided into get, Line, and Number. The package and class to which the API belongs also need to be divided into separate words. For API description, this example has the value returns the phone number string for line 1,İ which divides each word excluding such parts as articles and numbers. Through the pre-processing, a vector is constructed so that there is no overlap. The constructed vector can be expressed as {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , · · · , x k } = {get, line, number, android, telephony, manager, returns, phone, string}.
We perform Naive Bayes classification on the vectors constructed above. We select the vector of learning objects and obtain the conditional probability for each element constituting the learning vector. Table 2 shows the pre-calculated conditional probability of each API word. The classification of getLine1Number uses Table 2 . The Naive Bayes formula determines the probability of belonging to the sensitive API class and the general API class. At this time, it is assumed that p (SensitiveAPI ) = p (NormalAPI ) = 0.5.
1) The probability that the getLine1Number API is classified as sensitive API: 
2) The probability that the getLine1Number API is classified as normal API: 
The Naive Bayes classification uses the maximum likelihood method, which classifies data according to increasing likelihood. Since the probability of sensitive API (2.041 * 10 −19 ) is higher than the probability of normal API (1.647 * 10 −22 ), the getLine1Number API is classified as a sensitive API.
D. OBFUSCATION SCORE CALCULATION
We design and use static and dynamic extraction methods designed to quantitatively evaluate the obfuscation techniques applied to applications. Using the APIs extracted through the two techniques, the results of the abovementioned sensitive API classification method are reflected in the quantitative score. The obfuscation score is obtained using the quantitative obfuscation-point arithmetic technique proposed in this paper as below. The function of the variables in the equation is as follows: the Dynamic API Obfuscation Factor (DF) is a numerical value that indicates the rate of obfuscated API with reverse engineering resistance among the API that is actually executed dynamically. The Obfuscation False Negative Factor (OF) is the number of exposed instruction sets sensitive to obfuscation. The Static Analysis Disturbance Factor (SF) is a measure of the disturbance in static analysis.
As in Equation (4), the obfuscation score consists of a dynamic API obfuscation factor, an obfuscation false negative factor, and a static analysis disturbance factor. We use coefficients a, b, and c for the obfuscation score. The static code extraction method and the instruction set that uses dynamic code extraction are shown in Fig. 6 . Each instruction set in Fig. 6 consists of an API called in the application. The instruction set extracted by the dynamic code extraction technique consists of Instruction Sets A, B, and C, and the instruction set extracted by the static code extraction technique is composed of Instruction Sets B, C, and D.
To calculate each value that constitutes the obfuscation score, we can use the instruction set shown above, and it can be judged whether or not to obfuscate according to whether or not each instruction set is extracted. Instruction Sets B and C are the intersection of statically extracted instruction set (A + B + C) and dynamic extracted instruction set (B + C + D). The instruction set is observed in both static code analysis and dynamic code analysis, therefore it is not an obfuscated instruction. Also, it means that is has no resistance in terms of dynamic reverse engineering analysis. Instruction Set D, which is not observed in statically extracted instruction, is observed on dynamic extracted instruction, so it is necessary to perform dynamic reverse engineering analysis. Thus obfuscation is applied to API with sufficient reverse engineering resistance. Instruction Set A is observed in static extracted instructions but not in dynamic extracted instructions. In this case, Instruction Set A is a instruction which is not actually executed and can be called dead code and has resistance in static reverse engineering analysis.
Thus, using the instruction set, it is possible to calculate the dynamic API obfuscation factor, the obfuscation false negative factor, and the static analysis disturbance factor. The number of constructors of the API is excluded at the time of calculation, and is calculated by using only the number of APIs that are actually called and perform functions. Moreover, the instruction set extracted by the dynamic code extraction technique contains the system management code, which is also excluded from the calculation.
1) DYNAMIC API OBFUSCATION FACTOR
The DF is a numerical value indicating the ratio of the obfuscated API with reverse engineering resistance to the number of APIs that are executed dynamically. The DF can be expressed by the following Equation (5) .
Instruction Set D is a dynamic obfuscation-based instruction that requires dynamic reverse engineering analysis, as mentioned above. The number of instructions in Instruction Set D can be called # of Instruction D, where DF is a code that requires dynamic reverse engineering analysis, and is a measure of resistance to dynamic analysis. Therefore, DF can be calculated by dividing the number of dynamic obfuscated instructions (#ofInstructionD) by the number of extracted dynamic instructions (#ofInstructionB + #ofInstructionC + #ofInstructionD).
2) OBFUSCATION FALSE NEGATIVE FACTOR
The OF is a measure of the percentage of APIs used that are sensitive to APIs that do not have sufficient reverse engineering resistance. It can be expressed by the following Equation (6) .
OF =
#ofInstr.B(Sensitive) #ofInstr.B(Sensitive) + #ofInstr.C (6) Instruction Sets B and C, which are the intersection of the statically extracted instructions and the dynamically extracted ones, are observed in both dynamic and static extraction; thus, obfuscation is not applied in terms of reverse engineering analysis. Dividing the intersection code into a set of sensitive APIs and a set of normal APIs, Instruction Set B can be called a sensitive API set and Instruction Set C a normal API set. The set of APIs can be obtained through the sensitive API classification method described above. The number of instructions in Instruction Set B is # of Instruction B. The OF is a number according to the ratio of APIs used that should be obfuscated in the exposed instruction set. Therefore, OF can be calculated by dividing the number of sensitive instructions (#ofInstructionB) by the number of exposed instructions (#ofInstructionB + #ofInstructionC).
3) STATIC ANALYSIS DISTURBANCE FACTOR
The SF is a measure of the resistance of the analyst to static analysis. The SF can be expressed by the following Equation (7).
Instruction Set A is not detected in the dynamically extracted instruction that is executed as mentioned above. Since it is a instruction that is not executed, it can be called dead code and is resistant to static reverse engineering. The number of instructions in Instruction Set A is # of Instruction A, where SF is code that requires static reverse engineering analysis, and is a measure of resistance to static analysis. Therefore, SF can be calculated by dividing the number of static analysis resistance instructions (#ofInstructionA) by the number of extracted static instructions (#ofInstructionA + #ofInstructionB + #ofInstructionC).
4) OBFUSCATION SCORE GENERATION
To generate the obfuscation score, we use DF, OF, and SF. Since the DF and the SF are proportional to the observer's score, the factors are added, and the OF is inversely proportional to reverse engineering resistance. It is reflected in the equation by subtraction from the calculation. The corresponding numerical value is expressed by including each coefficient as followed in Equation (8) .
The expression has a minimum value of −b and a maximum value of a + c. These values are normalized to between 0 and 1 to express it as an intuitive value. Min-Max normalization can be used for normalization which is shown in VOLUME 5, 2017 Equation (9) . The obfuscation formula calculated by applying Min-Max normalization is as followed in Equation (10) . for api ∈ {DevSet ∪ SevSet} do 10: if api in DevSet && api in SevSet && api not in SystemSet then 11: NonObfuscatedSet ← NonObfuscatedSet ∩ api 12: if api in SenApiSet then 13: SensitiveSet ← SensitiveSet∩ api 14: end if 15: end if 16: if api in DevSet && api not in SystemSet then 17: ObfuscatedSet ← ObfuscatedSet∩ api 18: end if 19: if api in SevSet && api not in SystemSet then
20:
DeadSet ← DeadSet∩ api 21: end if 22 Algorithm 1 shows the process of generating obfuscation score described above. The algorithm uses a set of statically extracted APIs, SevSet, and a set of dynamically extracted APIs, DevSet. It eliminates the statically extracted set through removeInitMethod and the dynamically extracted set through the constructor method, and obtains the systemmanaged code through getSystemSet on the dynamically extracted instruction using DevSet. We then begin API classification using DevSet and SevSet. As mentioned above, api is a dynamically extracted API set and a statically extracted API set. If it is not part of the system management code, the algorithm stores it in nonObfuscatedSet. If the API is included in the set of sensitive APIs, it stores the corresponding value in SensitiveSet. Similarly, if it is not a system-managed code, it stores api in the ObfuscatedSetl; if it is not system-managed code, it stores the api in DeadSet. This yields DF, OF, and SF using the extracted values; the algorithm then calculates ObfuscationScore, which is the obfuscation score, by using the calculated values.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

A. IMPLEMENTATION
The scheme proposed here was implemented as follows. The static code extractor was implemented using the ASMDEX library [19] and the dynamic code extractor by modifying the Dalvik machine in Google's AOSP [20] , [21] . The sensitive API classifier was applied using the NLTK library [22] and the obfuscation score calculator on Python and Java using a previously extracted API and a sensitive API classifier. MariaDB was used to manage the data used to implement its system.
To determine the coefficient of the obfuscation score, we implemented a sample phone book application with contacts, a phone number list inquiry, phone number addition, and message transmission functions. The application contained dead code, and DexGuard [23], DexProtector [24] , and Ijiami [25] were used as obfuscation tools. API hiding, class encryption, and packing were applied. To compute obfuscation scores, 65 of the categories in the Google Play Store were selected for experiments.
B. COEFFCIENT DETERMINATION
To determine the coefficients of each element that constituted the obfuscation score, a phone book application was used. Functional concealment (scope of obfuscation) was applied in three steps on the phone book application and was divided into One, Core, and All. One meant that obfuscation was applied as a minimum unit, and that only one of API hiding and class encryption was targeted. The object to be hidden is the API and the class is driven, and does not mean the API and the class on the dead code. In the case of Core, obfuscation is applied to the core functions of the application, and both the APIs and classes of some functions are hidden. Finally, in the case of All, obfuscation is applied to all classes and APIs in the application, and dead code is included in the scope of obfuscation. If the obfuscation is listed according to the degree of functional concealment, it can be represented by the original application, API hiding (One), class encryption (One), API hiding (Core) or class encryption (Core), or packing or API hiding (All) or class encryption (All). As the degree of functional concealment increased, the coefficient was changed to establish a monotonic relation with the higher score, and the attempt is as shown in Fig. 7 .
We modulated the coefficients of a, b, and c of each numerical value, and expressed the numerical values in a graph. In the graphical representation, when the coefficients were reduced in order of a, b, and c, the graph shows a monotonic graph. Finally, when a was 10, b was 2, and c 1, the higher the degree of functional concealment, the higher the score. The dynamic API Obfuscation factor has the greatest impact on the obfuscation score. It can be seen from the above that the API that has the reverse engineering resistance and the obfuscation applied has the greatest influence on the security score. In this test, experiments were continuously performed using the corresponding coefficients.
C. OBFUSCATION SCORE
Based on the previously determined coefficients, we experimented with real data. The scheme we provided extracted samples for applications in the top Android rankings for accurate security score measurement. The experiment targeted 13 categories of applications and extracted statically and dynamically used APIs to calculate DF, OF, and SF for the application. At the time of dynamic extraction, it executed such elements as buttons and text, which served as inputs and functions based on the XML file that formed the layout of the target application, and performed the function of the application based on these elements. Static extraction used data generated following DEX parsing on a static extractor. Table 3 shows the scores for each category. Table 3 shows the average values for the categories of DF, OF, and SF by category, as well as the average of obfuscated scores by category. This graph is shown in Fig. 8 .
The graph shows the obfuscation scores and distribution by category. The distribution indicates that personal information was handled or included as a high score in the case of categories containing payment-related functions. The biggest obfuscation points on average were in the music, social, and financial categories. The music category contained functions such as ringtone payment and MP3 billing streaming, and functional hiding to prevent malicious behavior through tampering was applied in order to infer that music recorded a high score. In social, personal information was dealt with, which can be interpreted as a degree of functional concealment. Of these, Facebook applications had the highest degree of concealment, since Facebook applies DEX separation and other obfuscation techniques. In the case of financial, we determined that it had high functional concealment because it performed functions related to financial assets, such as bank account inquiry and account transfer, and the corresponding value was reflected in the experimental results. Further, a high obfuscation score was derived for an application that performed the security function of the application in the category tools and the function managing personal information.İ The communication and game categories, to which the messenger application belonged, were expected to yield high obfuscation scores, but we confirmed that the messenger application had a relatively low rank, as expected. In the case of game, the function of displaying graphics on the client with data on the server was mainly performed following the native operation. The messenger category also performed some functions through native operations. We could also call the API on the native platform and expect functional hiding on the call. When a native API call was made, the corresponding instruction was also executed on the Dalvik interpreter on the dynamic code extractor. We concluded that the code extracted from the game and communication categories was not concealed well, and was hence not very resistant to reverse engineering in order to prevent tampering. Actually, the low scored applications used many methods that are related to accessing sensitive data and internet access. These methods need to apply more obfuscation technique to prevent malicious behavior.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a scheme to quantitatively evaluate obfuscation from the viewpoint of the functional hiding of API calls. To achieve this, we extracted APIs used by applications to be evaluated using dynamic and static code extraction. Based on the extracted API, we can obtain a set with functional concealment: that is, a set of instructions to which obfuscation is appropriately applied, an instruction set without functional concealment, and a set of dead instructions. The DF, OF, and SF were obtained using the extracted set and the sensitive API classification method based on nave Bayes classification, and we generated an obfuscation score calculation formula.
In order to determine the coefficient of each element of the obfuscation score, we applied the obfuscation technique. Coefficients were determined so that the obfuscation technique could be applied to the API to conceal functions from the viewpoint of reverse engineering resistance. That is, the function concealment exhibited monotonicity with a high score. We used the coefficients to measure the obfuscation scores of various applications, and found that applications in such categories as music, finance, and social, which dealt with personal information, recorded high scores.
The quantitative obfuscation evaluation scheme proposed in this paper may not reflect numerically perfect scores. By adding weights to Nave Bayes classification can be a better way to improve the evaluation accuracy of sensitive APIs. More accurate evaluation of sensitive APIs can highly enhance the accuracy of the propose scheme. Scores obtained by using the technique can provide reverse-engineering resistance values that were hitherto unavailable. It is also possible to provide the appropriate obfuscation coverage standard using the score. The proposed scheme is independent of the obfuscation scheme applied through various obfuscation tools. Quantitative and intuitive values can also be provided through normalization. Therefore, it is expected that the proposed scheme can be used as a level evaluation model for future obfuscation techniques by quantifying the degree of vulnerability of mobile applications. His research interests include mobile security and privacy, IoT security, and applied cryptography. VOLUME 5, 2017 
